There has been extensive discussion on the mode of intellectual property protection for software – copyright, patent, or sui generis. The sui generis approach essentially emphasize on attaining a balance between the rights granted by copyright and patent. Eventually, computer programs per se are protected by copyright, whereas technical applications of computer software are protected by patent law. The open source software licensing structure has emerged as a novel outlook towards copyright and patent law. The multi-licensing scheme utilized by certain corporate entities involving licensing of software under two structures- one of which is open source and the other “closed” source/“proprietary” has developed relatively recently. Studying the manner in which this multi-licensing scheme is applied reveals similarity to the suggestions made by the various sui generis models for software protection. Perhaps this is an indication of and validation that the software industry has evolved to such an extent that there needs to be a rethink of the current methods of software protection and how a better model could be developed.

I Introduction

Since 1960s onwards and especially in the 1970s and 80s there has been extensive discussion on the mode of intellectual property protection for software – copyright, patent, or sui generis. The sui generis approaches essentially emphasize on attaining a balance between the rights granted by copyright and patent laws.

The industry relied primarily on trade secret law and contract law as the mode of software protection initially. Eventually, copyright law was chosen legislatively as the vehicle for software protection. Judicial recognition soon allowed patent protection as well. Soon industry started recognizing technological protection measures as another option and their efficacy was strengthened by legislative and judicial support.

Several occurrences in the past three decades highlight the developing fissures in the mode of software protection. Other developments highlight the increasing acceptance and ease in implementing sui generis protection.

Correspondingly, the open source software licensing structure has emerged as a novel outlook towards copyright law. The multi-licensing scheme is utilized by certain corporate entities, where the software is licensed under two or more licensing structures- one of which is open source and the other “closed” source/ “proprietary.” This allows the propagating entity to benefit from both the structures.

The manner of application of the multi-licensing scheme reveals a close approximate to the suggestions made by various studies supporting the sui generis models for software protection. Perhaps this is an indication that the software industry has evolved from the 70s and 80s to such an extent that there is a need to rethink the mode of protection accorded to software.

II Legal Protection of Software

Software development initially was usually on an individual scale and not mass-produced. Trade secrets and individually tailored contracts were traditionally used to protect software. With the evolution and widespread usage of computer technology, individually tailored licenses gave way to mass-market software licenses. 1960s onwards, copyright law too began to be used to protect software. 1970s saw discussions emerge as regards software patents and sui generis proposals.

In the international arena, WIPO made sui generis proposals for software protection. Several academic studies too emerged as regards software protection during this period, viz. Galbi, Menell, Samuelson, Stern, Karjala and several other
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In Japan, The Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) Study Committee on Legal Protection of Software issued an interim report in 1972 and found the copyright protection afforded to software as inadequate. In 1973, the Second Subcommittee of the Copyright Council set up by the Agency for Cultural Affairs (Bunka-cho) submitted the ACA a report supporting copyright law as the mode of protection for software requiring minimal changes. In 1983, Information Industry Committee, Industrial Structure Council set up by MITI submitted an interim report that recommended a sui generis legislation to protect computer software- the Program Rights Law. In 1984, the Sixth Subcommittee of the Copyright Council set up by the Agency for Cultural Affairs released an interim report recommending that Japan follow copyright law protection for software. Due to heavy U.S. and European protest and lobbying, the Agency for Cultural Affairs' recommendation was followed. Eventually, software protection was explicitly brought under the ambit of copyright protection. The 1970s saw emergence of patent law protection and by the 1990s they had increasingly become the favoured mode of software protection. Later developments led to technological measures also protecting software. The possibility of reverse engineering to gain unauthorized access has been countered via law.

International treatises, primarily The Trade Related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs) Agreement further fortified copyright law’s position. Some theorists are of the view that TRIPs also allows patentability of computer programs. The WIPO Copyright Treaty has reinforced TRIPs position.

With evolution of technology and software, and its increased adoption, usage and diversity of application, the calls for change have been becoming increasingly strident; several discussions as regards amendment to existing copyright law and patent law have been posited to better accommodate software. Simultaneously, discussions regarding sui generis protection have been becoming increasingly prominent in academia. There have been dissents too against sui generis protection.

### III Need of a Sui Generis Regime

Several occurrences in the past three decades highlight the developing fissures in the mode of software protection. Other developments highlight the increasing acceptance and ease in implementing sui generis protection.

#### 1 The Software Industry

As personal computing evolved and technology became more accessible and affordable, programs have become increasingly user oriented and are increasingly permeating society. Emergence of the Internet phenomenon has fuelled software variety, proliferation and dispersion. It has also created new avenues for software applications to develop. Software’s dual nature is increasingly becoming evident – it can be both tangible and intangible and sometimes the dual nature is simultaneously applied or revealed. Software industry is largely based on “network effects;” this effects another mode of promoting reliance on a particular software and in a manner its indirect protection. User innovation has presented a new paradigm in software development; a prominent example being open source software.

#### 2 Legal Protection of Software

Copyright law protects expressions and not the underlying ideas. For computer software, it transitions to protection of the expression but not the underlying functionality. This allows several expressions of the same innovation to exist. Software patents have been a dynamic field. From being unpatentable subject matter, to requiring an actual physical embodiment to reflect integration became a requisite for grant of protection. This slowly made way for a token physical embodiment and now a computer program on a disk too is considered to be patentable. This dilution in stance grants recognition to the tangible/ intangible and functional/ industrial character of software which does not conform to the traditional notions of subject matter covered by patent law as against copyright law. The scenario has evolved to such an extent that Mikus argues that the physical embodiment criteria should be completely done away with.

Currently layering of protection is being done where the components are protected by more than one set of protection options. Contract law is increasingly being used where software is now licensed instead of sold to avoid exhaustion and first sale liabilities. Similarly, in addition to copyright law, trade secrets or technological measures are often used to protect software; these measures, in turn are further protected by
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laws regulating and monitoring fair use, anti-circumvention, reverse engineering and interoperability.\textsuperscript{31} Thus, layering of laws has become a “... tool that copyright holders have used to recalibrate the balance of rights among themselves, their users, and their competitors.”\textsuperscript{32} The need to have layering of laws questions the efficacy of the existing regime for software protection.\textsuperscript{33} Overlapping protection and layering of laws also increases transaction costs, where investment has to be made in each form of protection separately.

3 Evolving Landscape of Technology-Law Interaction

Information products are increasingly becoming hybrid where distinguishing between the real and virtual is becoming complicated. Traditional roles of hardware and software are increasingly becoming functionally interchangeable. This complicates traditional notions of application of intellectual property laws. Prominent examples of the complexity and dichotomy arising out of technological integration are online storage, cloud computing, interface protection, and business method patents.

4 Legal Recognition of Protection for Evolving Technological Arenas

The past decades have seen legal recognition being accorded to several arenas that would ordinarily have been attempted to be accommodated under the traditional intellectual property laws. “... several ‘carve out’ statutes have been enacted for the special protection of certain intellectual property that shares both functional and expressive characteristics.”\textsuperscript{34} Prominent examples are Utility Model laws,\textsuperscript{35} Design protection,\textsuperscript{36} Semiconductor Chip protection,\textsuperscript{37} Vessel Hull Design protection,\textsuperscript{38} and Database protection.\textsuperscript{39} Even within copyright and patent laws greater clarity has been attempted to be achieved as regards computer software. This can be seen by virtue of the EU Directive on Legal Protection of Computer Programs\textsuperscript{40} and debate on EU Proposal for a Directive on the Patentability of Computer-Implemented Inventions.\textsuperscript{41} These have furthered the arguments to recognize \textit{sui generis} protection for software.\textsuperscript{42}

5 International Harmonization of Laws

The present scenario for building international consensus is relatively more conducive. Several attempts at achieving international harmonization are being and have already been made. The TRIPs Agreement is a prominent example. U.S. has also “added business method patenting to the international intellectual property harmonization agenda.”\textsuperscript{43} The TRIPs Plus arrangement is being promoted too, which creates bilateral agreement channels for negotiation.

IV The Multi-Licensing Approach

As opposed to the generically referred “conventional,” “proprietary,” “closed,” “hidden,” “restrictive” source code model, the open source software model emphasizes on unrestricted accessibility to the source code of the program and a community based development model. Open source does not simply mean freedom of access to source code. It includes much more depending upon the standard setting body spearheading the project.\textsuperscript{44}

The open source software community essentially employs two polar outlooks towards the treatment of improvements – one where the developed code and improvements are donated in general under a license which allows complete access to the code even allowing it to be made proprietary. The second option and more important from a legal point of view is where the improvements developed need to be licensed under the terms of the same license as the initial code was. This allows retention of control over improvements by the licensor. The former are called Academic licenses while the latter, Reciprocal licenses.

The reciprocal obligation is known by various informal terms, viz. ‘Viral’, ‘Taint’, ‘Infectious’, and ‘Copyleft.’ Copyleft is a way of using of the copyright on the program. It is a general concept, one of whose specific and most prominent implementation is in GNU GPL.\textsuperscript{45}

The multi-licensing scheme is utilized by certain corporate entities,\textsuperscript{46} where the software is licensed under two or more licensing structures- one of which is open source and the other “closed” source/ “proprietary.” This allows the propagating entity to benefit from both the structures. “[T]he dual licensor offers bifurcated terms, and the distributor-licensee chooses to operate on one side of the bifurcation or the other. The originating dual licensor, however, can incorporate software revisions it finds on the open source side into the proprietary side.”\textsuperscript{47}
V Comparative Analysis of Sui Generis Studies for Software Protection with the Multi-Licensing (Open Source-Closed Source) Approach and Proposal for a Model Software Law

Perhaps the MITI (Information Industry Committee, Industrial Structure Council) proposal (hereinafter, simply called “MITI” or “MITI proposal”) proposal was a bit ahead of the times and not the most frictionless policy capable of implementation in the 1980’s. However, the manner in which the software field has developed indicates that most of its proposals are extremely relevant currently.

A comparison of the MITI and other sui generis proposals with the multi-licensing approach indicates a number of similarities. The multi-licensing approach seems to validate the hypothesis of the sui generis proposals to a considerable extent.

1 Conditions for Grant of Protection

Copyright law requires originality, while patent law requires novelty, utility and non-obviousness for grant of protection. Stern proposes an amalgamation of the criteria for software as “… originality, novelty, and technical advance.” Additionally, the criteria of utility and sweat of the brow too need to be considered. The originality-novelty balance should ideally apply in such a manner that neither cloning nor independent creation of a substantially similar product would be allowed. Copying should not be restricted to literal copying, but as under patent law, any obvious equivalents too should be restricted. GPL’s reciprocity obligation controls any “work based on the program,” or any modification thus constituting a “covered work.” Transposing this analogy to a legal regime, ‘sweat of the brow’ doctrine could be accommodated. Possibly, the term of protection granted to elements covered by the ‘sweat of the brow’ doctrine could be less. Furthermore, categorization of stringency of criteria for grant along a range could be developed.

2 Scope of Protection: General

Demarcating the parameters of software is difficult and furthered by the fact that the sui generis model would need to accommodate both the fields of copyright and patent laws. MITI in 1983 rightly conceptualized that “software includes everything related to computer applications [source programs and object programs ... flowcharts, manuals, ideas, algorithms, etc.].” However, as regards the subject matter of protection, MITI stated that “Programs (source programs and object programs) are subject to the protection.” It is preferable to have a general broad classification similar to the one suggested by MITI. However, the subject matter of protection, instead of just being source code and object code should be extended to the complete arena of computer software, thus encompassing source code, object code, algorithms, manuals, flowcharts, methods of doing business etc. Ideas per se though should be excluded.

3 Scope of Protection: Incremental Innovation

A considerable amount of software improvements may not be eligible for protection under the traditional intellectual property regime. Also, the nature of software industry and current laws tend to closet building blocks. “...” Open source approach, via its copyleft concept has adopted a unique method of managing incremental innovation which could be a workable option for the software industry. Analogously, the contributors would also have a stake in the revenue generated from the parent software. The Manifesto advises use of blocking periods, during which the rights granted would be considerable curtailed. Furthermore, it advises that such blocking periods could selectively distinguish between markets.

4 Duration of Protection

Sui generis studies consider the term of protection under copyright and patent laws to be inordinately long in context of software, considering its utilitarian character, short innovation and life cycle, and non-access to ‘building blocks.’ It needs to be considered that just recouping research and development costs is not sufficient in the field of software. Software as an industry needs to build considerably on preexisting code. If the code already developed is taken into the public domain after every 2-5 years then there is constant whittling away at the base on which a software company rests. Also, later versions of a software incorporate a considerable amount of
code from earlier versions. Hence, a short innovation cycle cannot be an excuse for completely revoking protection for an earlier version as soon as the next version becomes available. The multi licensing scheme, essentially favours a long term of protection with diluted rights for one channel and strict rights for the second channel. Comparing with the multi licensing scheme but considering the other leeway allowed under the proposal, especially the almost immediate protection and compulsory licensing, the term of protection could perhaps be thirty years. Perhaps in the future this period of protection could be reduced.

5 Grant of Rights

MITI proposed the grant of right of use, alteration (limited extent), reproduction and lending a computer program. Almost analogously, GPLv2 grants the rights to copy, distribute and modify. GPLv2 and v3 though do not mention a use right, mention the right to run. Rosen is of the view that right to run might be actually a right to use. GPLv3 also includes a Patent clause which grants as far as any contributions are concerned most of the rights governed by patent law. Though GPLv3 does not grant a have made right in its patent grant, it addresses the situation in the license. Hence, under the proposed Model Software Law the owner would have the exclusive rights to do and to authorize the rights to use, reproduce, modify, make, have made and lease.

6 Moral Rights

MITI report advised against recognizing moral rights in computer programs, primarily because of its commercial nature; the author by virtue of moral rights should not be able to control whether and when in what form the work should be made public. Furthermore, the technical nature of software reduces the cultural foundation of moral rights. MITI advises that “...where it is necessary to approve a moral right, protection by the general principles of the Civil Code is considered to be sufficient”. The open source approach implements in a limited manner the spirit of moral rights; both GPLv2 and GPLv3 recognize the right of attribution subject to contractual provisions. Considering the successful utilization of the contractually controlled right of attribution by the open source approach to attract developers based on reputational reward, limited attribution right could be granted under the Model Software Law.

7 Limitations on Exclusive Rights

Several usually recognized exceptions under copyright law are also proposed under the Model Software Law, viz. archival/backup copy, copy for maintenance or repair, Scenes a Faire, de minimis use, equitable defenses and public domain elements. As only a right of lease and not sale is being provided, application of the exhaustion doctrine would be extremely limited. Fair use would also be recognized. GPLv3 explicitly states this exception too. Reverse Engineering of software has lately been an extremely tumultuous arena. To promote innovation, interoperability should be encouraged. Besides the “copyleft” reciprocal obligation, GNU GPLv3 contains a specific clause limiting usage of technological protection measures. It is preferable that the Model Software Law involves a mechanism where an entity seeking interoperability be provided all facilities by the owner of the original code so that there should not exist any need to reverse engineer at all. Such a right should differentiate between private and commercial use. For commercial use, the right should follow the licensing mechanism of being subject to blocking periods and adequate royalty payments. Stern suggests debugging as an exception too. However, though it may be excepted for self use, upon distribution, the same rules as under incremental innovation and licensing would be applicable. Innocent infringement too needs to be considered. GPLv3 makes provision for reinstating of license both temporarily and permanently hence providing solace to inadvertent violators.

8 Negotiated Licenses and Compulsory Licensing

“[L]arge firms stifle competition by reserving broad markets of algorithms, then refuse to license (or demand high license fees) or force competitors to waste resources inventing less efficient noninfringing workarounds.” Hence, sui generis studies favour compulsory royalty bearing licensing for software ensuring a constant revenue stream, avoiding duplication, thus ensuring efficiency and securing incremental innovation. GPL’s “copyleft” reciprocal obligation clause is a type of automatic compulsory licensing provision. “The compulsory licensing provision would require third parties wishing to license the
rights holder’s technology first attempt to negotiate a license with the rights holder on ‘reasonable commercial terms and conditions.’ Compulsory licensing would involve an analysis of the market dynamics. The status of the licensee—whether commercial or amateur and the reason for the license—whether commercial use or personal use. There could also be an option of a reciprocal obligation as exists under open source licensing or the option of a Right of First Refusal. Collecting societies could manage compulsory licensing issues. Currently too, several open source groups manage licensing in a fashion akin to collecting societies.

9 Infringement

Software is unique in that it involves both abstract and literal aspects, stock components and unique components, and a blend of artistic, aesthetics and functional. Each aspect needs to be approached differently to define the infringement criteria. Observing the jurisprudence in copyright and patent laws highlights the difficulties of such an endeavour. A major difference between infringement analysis under patent law and copyright law is independent creation. Given the balance being attempted to be achieved under the proposed Model Software Law, “[t]hat the defendant did not actually copy the advance and independently developed the infringing product probably should not be a defense.” Soderquist’s proposal of applying the doctrine of equivalents to software should probably be followed. Samuelson et. al. developed a considerable thesis to highlight the similarity dimension regarding two products. Varying determinative criteria should be applied to determine infringement of the abstract components as against those of the literal components. As regards the abstract components, ‘use by embodiment’ and ‘trafficking in embodiments’ have been suggested as constituting infringement. The merger doctrine should not be applicable under the Model Software Law. Also, varied levels of infringement should apply to the various software components depending on social utility, aesthetics and ease in determining infringement.

10 Remedies

Injunctions are a usual remedy in infringement cases. However, in context of software depending on when the infringement is detected and the level of subsequent development on that particular software, completely preventing usage of the infringing software might be harmful to the industry. Hence, another remedy of allowing usage subject to royalty payments for both past and future use would have to be made available. Such a royalty would need to imibe a penalty effect and be higher than that which would have been available under the compulsory licensing scheme. The level of the royalty scheme could be based on a determination whether the infringement was willful or innocent. GPLv3 makes provision for reinstating of license both temporarily and permanently, hence providing solace to inadvertent violators. The MITI proposal provides the remedies of “injunction, measures to restore business reputation, estimation of damages and penal provisions.” However, “[i]t is questionable whether criminal penalties are appropriate here.” Impounding and disposition of infringing articles would also be available.

11 Dispute Resolution

Need of technical knowledge in the legal experts, maintaining confidentiality, and the short lives of software are some of the motivating factors according to MITI which prompt a simple, fast and fair means for dispute settlement as regards computer software. Hence, the MITI report favours “a mediation, conciliation, arbitration and judgment system” instead of adversarial court procedures. Most cases of open source code are decided through private settlement. Considering the amount of open source code in use and the duration for which it has been in use, litigation in court has been sparse and decided litigation even less. This shows that private settlements are an effective software dispute settlement procedure.

12 Administrative Procedure

Neither the instantaneous according of protection under copyright law, nor the elaborate procedures under patent law are suitable for software. As regards the Model Software Law, instead of defining the claims, it is preferable that a deposit of the complete code be done, and as soon as the deposit and a basic form is submitted, registration be accorded. Provision for keeping the code secret could also be made or an escrow procedure could be established. “The right would thus be much easier to obtain than a standard patent but not automatically granted like
Complementing this stance, time consuming administrative procedures like examination should be postponed till an infringement action is brought, whereupon such determinations would be made. Such a provision should be especially secured against frivolous challenges. This coupled with the Peer-To-Patent (P2P) procedure could ease the examination procedure immensely.

VI Conclusion

This research has attempted to make a case for the need of a *sui generis* model for software protection and what should be its form. Computer software’s categorization under copyright law and outside industrial property shifts the focus of the laws on to the individual, while the demands of the industry require it to be recognized as industrial property; this creates a degree of friction. The proposed Model Software Law in this research is primarily based on the recognition that software tends to fall more in the area of industrial property than copyright law. This research bases the *sui generis* approach on the multi-licensing scheme. Firstly, a multi-licensing model tries to establish the relevant balance between open source software and closed-source software, reaping the benefits of both the approaches. It is preferable that any innovation promoting *sui generis* scheme does the same. Secondly, this research submits that the multi-licensing model is a close approximation to several proposed *sui generis* models of software protection, which too have aimed to balance the interests between patent and copyright laws. Lastly, observing from the practice of the multi-licensing scheme, it would allow greater predictability of how a *sui generis* software protection model would function. The success of such a *sui generis* scheme would significantly rest on building consensus. opportunely, successes of achieved and attempted harmonization discussions have established channels which can be availed of in accomplishing a consensus.
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1 In this research, the term open source has been used in its generic-industry recognized form encompassing the specific terms “Open Source software,” “Free Software,” “Libre Software” and other similar software in the category. However, primarily, the focus of this research is on the GNU General Public License (GPL) propagated by the Free Software Foundation.
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